Host Susan says:
Mission Summary:
Host Susan says:
The Lorash are on their way home, leaving the station crew to clean up the mess that occurred while they were there and to complete the investigation into the destruction of the diplomat's ship.  A civilian who appropriated a shuttle when took up a collision course with another ship, escaped from the brig during questioning, leaving the station in an uproar once more.  Gorsh has now been subdued and is in the infirmary expected to wake from the stun blasts within the half hour.
Host Susan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CO_Claymore says:
::in his ready room reviewing the preliminary investigation of the incident in the Brig::
OPS_Walker says:
::sitting at OPS console for a double shift to try to get the shipping backlog cleared::
CEO_Hoyt says:
::sits at his station dreading the call::
CTO_Dee says:
::walks into the infirmary to check on the status of Gorsh::
FCO_Jankara says:
::standing at Flight Control, watching as yet another ship disembarks::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  You know, I think we've almost got this under control, Miss Jankara.
XO_Danforth says:
::heading off to talk to D'aroa::
CO_Claymore says:
::smacks the PADD down:: *CEO*: Chief Hoyt, my ready room please.
CEO_Hoyt says:
OPS: Be careful what you whish for Ensign...
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa> *Bridge* Someone up there, I want answers.  Is there any reference to where all of the survivor's from my ship are?
OPS_Walker says:
::clears a docking port and routes the information to Flight::
CEO_Hoyt says:
*CO*:Aye sir...
OPS_Walker says:
CEO:  Yes, sir.  Good point.
CO_Claymore says:
::looks out the windowed door to see CEO come::
CTO_Dee says:
::gets an update from one of the nurses on duty and goes to sit in a chair next to his biobed and waits for him to wake up::
CEO_Hoyt says:
::gets up from his station and walks towards the CO's RR::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Just about.  Another 30 minutes and the final ships should be undocking I think.
Host Gorsh says:
::turns his head from side to side trying to break through the fuzz:: ALL: Where am I?
OPS_Walker says:
::routes his alpha team to the next docking port and sends in housekeeping to tidy the area::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  And after that, housekeeping just has basic maintenance and restocking of the lounges attached to the docking bays.
Host Gorsh says:
ACTION: A small Elaysian vessel appears on long-range sensors.
CTO_Dee says:
::stands and approaches Gorsh as she eyes the controls to make sure the restraining field is in place.::  Gorsh: You are on the Federation station Arcadia.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::taps the chime button::
XO_Danforth says:
::arrives at D'aroa's quarters::
CO_Claymore says:
CEO: Enter
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Speaking of housekeeping, I heard you had fun a little while ago. ::grins::
CEO_Hoyt says:
::enters the CO's Office and stand at attention::
CO_Claymore says:
::stands as the CEO enters and motions to a chair:: CEO: Take a seat ::said cordially::
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aora> *Bridge* Is everyone on vacation?  Can someone give me answers?
OPS_Walker says:
*CO*:  Captain, an Elaysian vessel has just appeared on Long Range Sensors, sir.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::sits down:: CO: Thank you sir.
OPS_Walker says:
*D'aora*:  Ensign Walker here, Ma'am.  How may we be of service?
XO_Danforth says:
::taps the chime at D'aroa's quarters::
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aora> *Walker* Ensign, I want to know where all the survivors from my ship are?  Can you forward that information to me?
Host Gorsh says:
::looks up at the sound of the chime:: XO: Enter.
CO_Claymore says:
::motions for him to wait a moment to the CEO and taps his comm.:: *OPS*: Understood, I suggest you have gravity assistance available when they dock.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  ::blushes::  I don't know how much actual fun it was...
CTO_Dee says:
*CO*: Gorsh is waking up sir.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS:  They were all moved to quarters or sickbay I believe.
Host Gorsh says:
CTO:  How did I get here?
CO_Claymore says:
*CTO*: Keep me updated on your interrogation.
XO_Danforth says:
::enters D'aroa's quarters::
OPS_Walker says:
*D'aora*:  Ma'am, I believe that Commander Danforth is on his way to you.  He would know better than I.
Host Gorsh says:
<D’aroa> ::sees the XO and nods:: XO: Commander Danforth, isn't it?
CO_Claymore says:
::waits a moment to see if someone else needs to contact him::
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa:  Yes, ma'am.
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa:  We've got some significant leads going through right now.
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa: And it looks like everything is coming along at a good pace.
CO_Claymore says:
CEO: Looks like we have a moment now... you know why I called you in?
Host Gorsh says:
*Walker* Thank you, Ensign, he just arrived.  D'aroa out!  ::turns to the XO, eyes blazing::
OPS_Walker says:
::locks long-range scanners onto the Elaysian vessel and begins standard scans::
CTO_Dee says:
Gorsh: ::thinks about answering his question then changes her mind to take advantage of the situation::  Who are you and why are you here?
FCO_Jankara says:
::waits until Walker closes the comm.:: OPS: Geez, that guy gripes about everything.
CEO_Hoyt says:
CO:I suppose it's with regards to Gorsh?
Host Gorsh says:
<D’aroa> XO: Commander, and what are these leads?  Where are the other survivors, why haven't I been given that information?
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  ::quietly::  She's not as bad as my dad was.  That's something at least.
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa: I'm afraid I can't go into all of that right now.  I don't want to get your hopes up in case some of these leads don't pan out.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Besides, all that information has to go through the XO, because of security issues.
Host Gorsh says:
CTO: You mean you don't know who I am?  I'm Ambassador Marcelle Trellain.
CO_Claymore says:
CEO: Yes, I just reviewed the prelim report. In my view you're in no trouble there. You ask for the officer on duty to lower the force field so you could have physical contact with Gorsh, he should have then reactivated the field once you entered.
FCO_Jankara says:
::hears the comment about Walker's dad:: OPS: Oh, I know that.  My thought is let the XO have him.  But, are you okay?  I mean you had a funny look on your face when you mentioned your dad...
FCO_Jankara says:
::watches the next ship dock, and counts those left::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  It's...a long and unpleasant story.
CEO_Hoyt says:
CO: Don't get Crewman Riley in trouble. 
OPS_Walker says:
::sends in alpha team to expedite unloading::
CTO_Dee says:
Gorsh: Not according to the Admiral's picture in our database.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Well, if you ever want to talk about it. ::smiles:: I may be hyperactive, but I'm a great listener.
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa> XO: You can't tell me about the other survivors?  These are my crew, my friends, and associates.  I've been able to locate all except an advisor, a human.  Marcus Traels
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  I...might like that.  ::blushes::  Especially if there's real pizza.  ::smiles slyly::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Which there is.  I got confirmation about an hour ago that all the supplies are in my quarters.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Ooooo!  Piiiizaaaaa...  Well, I don't want to impose.
Host Gorsh says:
CTO: Maybe that's because the person photographed was an impostor.
FCO_Jankara says:
::watches as a Ferengi freighter tries to cut in line with her cargo ships::
CO_Claymore says:
CEO: There is nothing you or I can do about it, he didn't follow procedure. However, neither did you afterwards. You have a bad habit of being argumentative. I haven't received any complaints or charges from the CTO, I don't know why, but I would suggest you apologize for the incident that occurred in security.
XO_Danforth says:
::motions toward the nearest chair:: D'aroa: May I sit, ma'am?
CTO_Dee says:
Gorsh: Do you have any way in which I can verify your story?
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Are you kidding?  I don't think I've ever been imposed on. ::smiles::
OPS_Walker says:
::warns off the Ferengi and powers a tractor beam::
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa>::simply nods::
CEO_Hoyt says:
::scratches the back of his head:: CO: Already have sir ::small smile comes across his face::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  I've got the tractor powered if he jumps queue again, Miss Jankara.
FCO_Jankara says:
COMM: Ferengi: Okay Damon, this is the Huummaaann, Jankara.  Just like last time, you wait your turn or you'll be limping to Deep Space 3 to deliver your packages.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  ::chuckles::  You've never seen me scarf pizza.
Host Gorsh says:
CTO: It should be in the system by now, though I haven't posed for a photo to replace the fraud.
CO_Claymore says:
CEO: That's all I have, but if Lt. Dee sends me anything this will not be over with. If you don't have anything to add, you can return to your duties.
XO_Danforth says:
::takes a seat:: D'aroa: There were about 27 survivors as you know.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: That's Damon Nork.  He shows up every few months and tries to push his weight around.  He thinks I'm and I quote "too lovely for a huuummmann feeemale to be in clothing" end quote.
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa: We've got a solid lead on a man named Gorsh.
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa> XO: Yes, and I've located 25 of them, I'm the 26th, where is Traels?
CTO_Dee says:
::walks over to one of the wall consoles and pulls up the Admiral's bio::
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa: We think he may have been responsible for all of the trouble.
CEO_Hoyt says:
CO: Captain I just want to say sorry. ::stands up:: Is there anything I can do for you sir?
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Well, patch him through to me next time.  I doubt he'll feel the same about me.  Just make fun of his ears.  ::winks::
FCO_Jankara says:
::laughs::
CTO_Dee says:
::sees the information stating that the photo is someone posing to be the Ambassador::  *CO*: We might have a problem here that needs your attention.
CO_Claymore says:
CEO: Send in Ensign Walker on your way out.
FCO_Jankara says:
::watches as the Ferengi ship moves back to the end of the line::
CO_Claymore says:
CEO: Hold on that, I'll call him...
Host Gorsh says:
CTO: Well?  What did you find?
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: See?  What did I tell you?  There he goes.  I think he keeps hoping I'll get transferred so he can be a bully again.
CO_Claymore says:
*CTO*: Go ahead Lieutenant, what's wrong?
CEO_Hoyt says:
::stands fast::
OPS_Walker says:
::signals the Ferengi vessel that if he jumps the line again he'll wait even longer and watch his profits be reduced by the delay and copies the FCO's console with the text message::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Ooh, you're good! ::laughs harder::
FCO_Jankara says:
::sees two more ships departing, one from the upper deck and one lower::
OPS_Walker says:
::flips a monitor switch to check on the next docking bay to be cleared::  FCO:  Upper pylons are clearing for more traffic if we need, Miss Jankara.  ::chuckles::  You just gotta know what makes people tick.
CTO_Dee says:
*CO*: He claims to be Ambassador Marcelle Trellain
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa: As for your missing person, we believe he is the same as Gorsh.  He is your saboteur.
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa>  How would he have done this, if he did, he put his own life at risk , it doesn't make sense.
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa: Which is why you haven't located him yet.
CEO_Hoyt says:
CO: Oh great...I hit an Ambassador...permission to be dismissed?
CO_Claymore says:
CEO: Dismissed ::rushes out from his desk and into the nearest turbo lift:: CEO: Stay at your post. TL: Infirmary, ASAP
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa: Believe me, ma'am.  We're as confused as you are about the situation but are doing our best to straighten it out as fast as possible.  If you'll hold tight here, we'll keep you informed.
CO_Claymore says:
*CTO*: I'm on my way. ::feels like the ride is taking forever::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: I show we're ready for four more ships.  That means we're down to 2 more and the Ferengi.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::exits the CO's office:: OPS/FCO: Never seen him move so fast.
CTO_Dee says:
::moves back to Gorsh::  Gorsh: Why do you use so many alias Ambassador?
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  The Daimon can wait.  I'm granting clearance for the next four in line...any preference as to who goes where?
FCO_Jankara says:
CEO: He is a busy man.
CIV_Horn says:
::Arrives in operations::
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa> XO: All right, Commander, I'll give you 12 more hours, then I'm arranging for transport back to Romulus for myself and the rest of the Romulan delegation.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: No, just bring them in.  It's all non-perishable cargo.
OPS_Walker says:
CEO:  I'll take your word for that sir.
CO_Claymore says:
::dashes from the TL to the Infirmary, then walks up towards the CTO & Gorsh::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Any communication from that Elaysian ship yet?
Host Gorsh says:
CTO: Because I have a long association with Starfleet Intelligence.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Routed to upper and lower pylons in a outward spiral pattern.  It's the clearest approach I can see.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::laughs and heads for his station:: OPS: Good answer Ensign.
CTO_Dee says:
::smiles:: Gorsh: How long?
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Not yet, Miss Jankara.  They don't seem to be in any great rush...
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: You do realize that those other 2 ships show up well after the Ferengi? ::grins::
XO_Danforth says:
D'aroa: Understood.  ::gets up to leave::  Thank you.
XO_Danforth says:
::leaves D'aroa's quarters::
Host Gorsh says:
ACTION:  The Elaysian continues to approach on a normal trade route, and begins transmitting a request to dock with the station for routine repairs and refueling.
OPS_Walker says:
CEO: ::smiles::  Thanks, sir.  Hey, can I ask how my teams are doing for you?  Are they keeping it clean in engineering for you?
Host Gorsh says:
CTO: 23 years.
XO_Danforth says:
::heads back to operations::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  There it is...they're asking for docking clearance for routing repairs and refueling.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::a little startled:: OPS: Sorry...what was that?
CO_Claymore says:
::walks over to the CTO and nearly whispers:: CTO: You were saying?
OPS_Walker says:
CEO:  My housekeeping teams.  Are they keeping engineering tidy for you?
CIV_Horn says:
FCO: What’s going on? Where is everybody?
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: You know?  I think their refueling needs are more of a priority than unloading the Ferengi ship, what do you think?
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa> ::decides that the crew will not cooperate as needed and makes arrangement for transport in 12 hours and sends a message to the CO that there will be no summit, followed by sending a similar message to the Federation President::
OPS_Walker says:
::flips a few switches and extends umbilicals for three ships::
CEO_Hoyt says:
OPS: Yes...too clean sometimes. ::laughs::
CTO_Dee says:
CO: ::whispers::  Captain a moment please. ::walks out of the audio range of Gorsh::
CO_Claymore says:
::follows the CTO::
FCO_Jankara says:
CIV: XO is with D'aroa.  CTO is working on Gorsh's background, and the Captain just headed down to sickbay.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  I like the way you think, Miss Jankara.  The Ferengi Daimon is ... too important.  We simply MUST get things ready for one so important.
XO_Danforth says:
::enters operations::
Host Gorsh says:
::watches the CTO walk off and smirks::
FCO_Jankara says:
::laughs:: OPS: I'll let YOU tell him that.
OPS_Walker says:
XO:  ::nods::  Commander on deck.
XO_Danforth says:
::looks around to see what's going on::
XO_Danforth says:
OPS: Report.
XO_Danforth says:
::heads to the CO's station::
CIV_Horn says:
FCO: Who is Gorsh?
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Already have.  
FCO_Jankara says:
XO: Welcome back Commander. ::smiles::
CEO_Hoyt says:
CIV:A pain in the but sir.
CTO_Dee says:
CO: He claimed to be the Ambassador and said that the reason the picture didn't match was that the picture was of an imposter.  However the information that he has since given me is nowhere near the truth.  I highly doubt he is the Ambassador.
OPS_Walker says:
XO:  We're down to 4 ships docked, with 2 in the queue, a pushy Ferengi, and an incoming Elaysian vessel for repairs and refueling, sir.
Host Gorsh says:
ACTION: O'Hara's pub on the promenade reports a fire in the bar area.
FCO_Jankara says:
CIV: He's the pilot who tried ramming the ship.  We beamed him to the brig where someone dropped the force field ::side glances at the CEO:: then he was recaptured and is back in the brig.
CEO_Hoyt says:
XO: Commander I have a Fire Alert in O'Hara pub.
OPS_Walker says:
::sees the fire report and triggers green alert::
XO_Danforth says:
OPS: An incoming Elysian vessel?
CO_Claymore says:
CTO: Any idea why he claimed to be the ambassador... it seems he’s admitting that he was aboard the ship that exploded and found some way off before it was destroyed, but not with our help.
OPS_Walker says:
XO:  Report of Fire on the Promenade, sir... O'Hara's pub.
XO_Danforth says:
CEO: Send a team to take care of it Chief.
XO_Danforth says:
*CO*: Captain, I need a moment of your time.
CIV_Horn says:
FCO: Are we holding him till civilian authorities can pick him up?
CEO_Hoyt says:
XO On there way sir. Ensign Walker...looks like your people are going to have some cleaning to do.
Host Gorsh says:
ACTION:  O'Hara's reports that the fire has been contained.
OPS_Walker says:
XO: The fire is contained by the auto-suppression units, Sir.  ::heart racing::
CTO_Dee says:
CO: I believe he was using the lie to keep us guessing.
FCO_Jankara says:
CIV: That's a question for Lt. Dee.  I've been busy with cargo ships and don't know the rest of the story.
XO_Danforth says:
OPS: Tell me about this incoming vessel.
CO_Claymore says:
CTO: I think I have a way to make him stop, scan his image into the computer, I need to send it to someone.
CO_Claymore says:
*XO*: Commander are you with D’aroa still?
CTO_Dee says:
::nods and moves to the wall console and makes the image::
CEO_Hoyt says:
CIV: What Did you want to know about Gorsh?
CTO_Dee says:
CO: Image made sir.
OPS_Walker says:
XO:  Not much to tell, sir.  It's just a routine set of maintenance repairs, and some more antimatter for their warp drive, by the look of it.
XO_Danforth says:
*CO*: No, sir.
CIV_Horn says:
CEO: I will talk to the CTO about it.
XO_Danforth says:
Computer: Computer, make the channel to the CO secure.
XO_Danforth says:
<Computer>: XO: Channel is secure.
CTO_Dee says:
::sends the image to her office and marks it for a routine background check with the Federation criminal database:: 
XO_Danforth says:
*CO*: Sir, she's given us a 12 hour deadline.
OPS_Walker says:
CEO:  Aye, sir...the off-duty shift was already on it...that's the regular hang-out for most of the enlisted men in housekeeping.
CIV_Horn says:
XO: Sir, what is the problem with Ambassador D'aroa?
CEO_Hoyt says:
CIV: Aye....but I will tell you that Gorsh was just a pain in the rear end to put it bluntly.
XO_Danforth says:
*CO*: I'm concerned that she is planning on calling off the conference if we can't solve this mystery before then.
CO_Claymore says:
*XO*: I think we might have someone, I'd like to see if she can identify him. ::pauses upon hearing the deadline:: 12 hours? She's being generous... don't worry about it.
Host Gorsh says:
ACTION:  The O’Hara’s bartender reports the discovery of a small blackened device among the debris.
OPS_Walker says:
::taps up a readout on the fire reports and furrows a brow::  CEO:  Sir, you want to see this.  The bartender has reported finding a small incendiary device...it looks like it started the fire.
CTO_Dee says:
<Dumm> ::receives the image from the CTO now that he is on desk patrol and accesses the Federation Criminal Database that is also linked to several other Federation worlds::
XO_Danforth says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.  Should I have her escorted to your location?
CTO_Dee says:
<Dumm> ::cross-references the image with the database::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: It was started on purpose?  What kind of idiot purposefully starts a fire on a station?
CO_Claymore says:
CTO: send a message to D’aroa with Gorsh's image, I think she can identify him. *XO*: Contact her and ask her about the image she is receiving, if she recognizes it, bring her here quickly.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  ::sits thinking for a minute::  The kind of idiot that takes a swipe at his department head and ends up in the brig, I bet.  
CTO_Dee says:
::nods and sends the file to D'aroa::  CO: Aye
CEO_Hoyt says:
ALL: Who ever did was a fool. There was a secondary power relay behind the bar. Could of sent a cascade across the whole grid.
CIV_Horn says:
CEO: I will handle the situation in the Lounge. If you would please have an engineer meet me down there.
FCO_Jankara says:
::wrinkles her nose:: OPS: How did he break his thumb anyway?  This IS what he was in sickbay for I heard.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  In fact...I bet that device traces to me somehow.  ::has a bad feeling::
CO_Claymore says:
::turns around and stares at Gorsh lying on the biobed::
CEO_Hoyt says:
CIV: I'll go with you...Most my people are busy at the moment.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  He smacked the turbo lift door when he found out his Ops Deck clearance had been revoked.
CIV_Horn says:
CEO: Just as good.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: You keep those devices in your suitcase do you? ::grins::
CIV_Horn says:
*CTO*: Horn to Dee
CEO_Hoyt says:
::grabs his kit that was tucked under his console::
CTO_Dee says:
*CIV*: Dee here
FCO_Jankara says:
::sees the port come open and saves it for the Elaysians::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  No, but I'm not the sharpest tool in the shed.  
CEO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*: Ensign...did you say one of your staff might have set this?
CIV_Horn says:
*CTO*: We have a possible bomb situation in the O'Hara pub.
OPS_Walker says:
*CEO*:  Aye, sir.  I have reason to think that.
FCO_Jankara says:
XO: Sir, I have space for that Elaysian ship.  Permission to restock and refuel them?
CEO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*: Why?
CTO_Dee says:
::eyes widen::  CO: Permission to go to the pub?
CIV_Horn says:
*CTO*: If you could have a security detail meet me there please, I am going to investigate.
XO_Danforth says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.
CTO_Dee says:
*CIV*: Aye
XO_Danforth says:
FCO: Yes, but keep them on a short leash.  Something about them seems fishy.
CO_Claymore says:
CTO: Go ahead I'll take it from here... good work.
OPS_Walker says:
*CEO*:  Sir, I believe it was a disgruntled staff member that was unhappy with my being assigned to Operations ahead of him.
CTO_Dee says:
<Dumm> *CTO*: Ma'am I got something on that file... sending it to you.
XO_Danforth says:
*D'aroa*: Ma'am.  Could you please look at your monitor and tell me if you recognize the person there?
XO_Danforth says:
::routes the image to D'aroa's quarters::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Hey now.  There's none of that.  If he tries to finger you, we'll get it cleared up.
CEO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*:Okay...track him down and inform the CTO.
CTO_Dee says:
::goes to the console and downloads the information quickly scanning it as it does::
FCO_Jankara says:
XO: Aye Sir. ::wonders what seems fishy::
CIV_Horn says:
::Arrives at the pub::
CEO_Hoyt says:
::walks towards the Pub:: CIV: That's weird eh?
CIV_Horn says:
CEO: I don’t like this.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  ::nervously::  Thanks, Miss Jankara.  
CTO_Dee says:
::hands the PADD to the CO::  CO: You might like this, sir.
CTO_Dee says:
::reroutes a team to the pub::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Let's put them on the lower dock and tell them not to leave the ship due to a security protocol in place right now.
CEO_Hoyt says:
CIV: One of our own people. ::shakes his head:: Suggest we clear everyone out of here and send them to a safer location.
CIV_Horn says:
*CO*: Horn to captain Claymore.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::opens his tricorder and scans the room::
FCO_Jankara says:
::sends a message to the Elaysian vessel::
CO_Claymore says:
::reviews the PADD... :: CTO: It's obvious he doesn’t have the greatest of character... *CIV*: Go ahead.
OPS_Walker says:
*CEO*:  Sir, is everyone all right down there?  Those are primarily my people that were in there.
CEO_Hoyt says:
CIV: No more devices that I can detect.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Well, shall we allow the Ferengi to come in next?  I have 6 other ships scheduled to come in over the next 3 hours.
CTO_Dee says:
::nods and moves off to the pub nodding also to her team of sec in and out of the infirmary::
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Aye, Miss Jankara.  ::hits the signal switches for that notification::
CIV_Horn says:
*CO*: Until we know exactly what has happened here in the Pub sir, I suggest we go to yellow alert and lock down this entire section of the station.
CEO_Hoyt says:
*OPS*: Unknown at the moment Ensign...were clearing everyone out...Looks mostly minor injuries. 
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  We have any more reason to delay him?
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa> *XO* Understood Commander.  :: opens and looks at the image:: That is Traels, where is he?
CIV_Horn says:
*CO*: I also suggest that no ships be allowed to leave the station.
CTO_Dee says:
::arrives just behind her team::  CIV: What do we have?
CIV_Horn says:
CTO: A mess
XO_Danforth says:
*D'aroa*: I'm sending a team down to escort you there at once.
CTO_Dee says:
::starts directing her teams to collect evidence::
CEO_Hoyt says:
::working behind the bar where most the damage is::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Not that I'm seeing.  Unless...::checks something:: You know?  I believe his ship will have to wait for a lower docking.  The ship is so large it'll block those leaving from the upper ring if we don't. ::giggles::
CO_Claymore says:
*CIV*: I'll call it. *Operations*: I'm ordering yellow alert; all non-essential personnel are to get to their quarters.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  I'll relay that.  ::smiles with malicious glee::
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: Well, there's that.  I notify ships to recall all personnel.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::hears Dee voice and pops up from behind the bar and grabs a tool::
OPS_Walker says:
*CO*:  Answering to Yellow Alert, sir.
FCO_Jankara says:
::sends a message to the docked ships to recall all disembarked personnel immediately due to yellow alert.
FCO_Jankara says:
::
CIV_Horn says:
CTO: We are in a state of yellow alert, no ships are to leave the station, and this section of the station is locked down.
CTO_Dee says:
::nods and informs her department::  CIV: Aye
OPS_Walker says:
*Station-wide*:  Yellow Alert.  All non-essential personnel to quarters.  ::repeats a few times::
Host Gorsh says:
<Kiar> COM: Arcadia: This is the Elaysian Dream, we'd request docking instructions, when you have a moment.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::scans the charred area to check the power relay::
Host Gorsh says:
<D'aroa> ::hears the alert and storms out of her quarters, bumping directly into the escort:: Sec: I suppose you are here to take me to Traels?
OPS_Walker says:
COM: Elaysian: Kiar:  Sir, we have a situation on the station.  If you could hold your position, we'll have clearance for you as soon as possible.
CIV_Horn says:
CTO: What can I do to help now that you are here?
CEO_Hoyt says:
CTO: How's our friend Gorsh?
FCO_Jankara says:
XO: Sir, perhaps internal scans should be refined enough to start checking for other devices?  We may be a time bomb sitting here.
Host Gorsh says:
<Sec> CTO: Yes ma'am.  ::leads the way to the infirmary.
CO_Claymore says:
*OPS*: Don't let any ships leave as well.
FCO_Jankara says:
::hears the CO's call and inwardly sighs:: OPS: I'll take that one.
OPS_Walker says:
*CO*:  Aye, sir.  And the gangway entrances are sealed.
Host Gorsh says:
<Kiar> COM: Walker: Thank you, Arcadia; we'll be awaiting further instructions.
CTO_Dee says:
CIV: We need to examine the device that was found.  Can you lead that up while I monitor the rest of the evidence collection?
CIV_Horn says:
CTO: You know..............
FCO_Jankara says:
*CO* Sir, any security warning be it yellow alert or not, all ships are locked down.  I don't let them leave.
OPS_Walker says:
FCO:  Thanks.  You have any beer to go with that pizza?  ::sees his day degenerating::
CIV_Horn says:
CEO: Can you get a reading on the power signature of that device?
FCO_Jankara says:
Self: Will they ever trust me to do my job? ::sighs again::
CIV_Horn says:
CTO: I would suggest locking down sensitive areas of the station.
CTO_Dee says:
CEO: ::talks as she works::  The Captain was talking to the con man when I left.
CEO_Hoyt says:
::stands back up:: CIV: Give me the device and I will check it to see if I can.
FCO_Jankara says:
OPS: You'll have to get that from one of the lounges or a replicator.  I never could drink the stuff.
CO_Claymore says:
*FCO*: Excellent...
CO_Claymore says:
::moves back over to Gorsh... and smiles:: Gorsh: Hello...
XO_Danforth says:
OPS: Go ahead and do as the FCO suggested.  Scan for bombs.
CIV_Horn says:
CTO: A bomb here makes no sense. But if you wanted to do real damage I would use this as a decoy.
OPS_Walker says:
XO:  Aye, sir ::scans::
OPS_Walker says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

